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kompass sales accelerator also helps you to be more efficient and focused when contacting prospects. quickly address your prospects needs by sending out emails, using social media and communicating via phone or video call. this way you can increase the probability of closing a sale
and set the stage for future interactions. it can be a tedious task if you dont have the right tools to make the process efficient and effective. thats why sometimes youre almost there, but cant actually close the sale. easybusiness and its new sales accelerator features make the

difference for you when it comes to managing your leads, nurturing your prospects and optimizing the productivity of your sales team.manage accounts and contacts based on kompass premium data, track your opportunities with tasks and events, and use the customizable reports and
dashboards. the kompass easybusiness data is stored in a secure environment in the uk, supported by our global compliance team, who monitor compliance and risk across all regions. we comply with all eu data protection and data security regulations and support the uks data
protection act 1998. we adhere to the principles of the open data definition as set out by the open data institute. we have invested heavily to develop a robust data collection infrastructure with a strong regional data coverage. we use kompass easybusiness data to deliver our

innovative kompass easybusiness service to the uk market. the service is based on data collected by kompass' local teams in each country, and provides an intuitive search and reporting platform to help kompass' customers find the new business opportunities they are looking for.
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